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Preface

During the year 1924 - 1925 a seminar on the
Civil War in Kentucky was held in the University of
Louisville under the direction of Dr. R. S. Cotterill
of the Department of History.

Among the subjects

studied the Neutrality of the State in 1861 seemed to
arouse the most discussion and the most divergent
opinions.

For this reason I have been interested in

pursuing the subject further and in embodying the
results of my study in this thesis.

Kost of the

material on which the thesis is based has been

p resen~

ed to the seminar and been criticized by the members.

,

In troduction

Mr •. A. C. ~uis/enberry in his article on
"Kentucky Neutrality in 1861" (1) says, "At its
spring seSSion in 1861. the Legislature of Kentucky.
if it had been put to the ultimate test of declaring
either for the Union or for the Southern Confederacy
would undoubtedly have declared for the Confederacy
by a very large majority. and would have called a
Sovereignty Convention Which would certainly have
enacted the secession of the State. and would have
united its fortunes with those of the South.
fact was

80

This

well known. that the Union men of the

State, many of whom were among its most prominent
citizens, concocted the trick of neutrality, through
which the evident trend of Kentucky sentiment was
di~ert e d

from its channels in such a manner that the

State was saved to the Union.

This trick eventuated

in the passage by the lower house of the Legislature.
on May 16. 1861. a resolution to the effect, 'That
this state and the citizens thereof should take no
part in

~he

Civil War now being waged except as

mediators and friends to the belligerent parties,
and Kentucky Should during the contest occupy a
position of strict neutrality.

This passed the House

of Representatives by a. vote of 69 for and 26
against t ." (2)

It seems to me that Mr.

~uis8enberry

is

taking too much for granted in this statement; that
he is indulging in a speculation which he cannot
prove and that in attributing the position of neutrality to trickery he is imputing to Kentuckians a
degree of stupidity that my twenty-eight years of
residence among them will not permit me to concede.
Mr.
his opinion.

~uissenberry,

however, is not alone in

Other writers of Kentucky history, in-

cluding Collins, Smith, and Shaler, have made
practically the same statements and have created what
was an almost unchallenged tradition until Mr. Speed
in his Union Cause

1£ Kentucky made a spirited refu-

tation of the charge.
From the two conflicting views of Mr.
~uissenberry

and Mr. Speed regarding the political

opinions of Kentucky in 1861, a person may, without
any special knowledge of the Circumstances, conclude
that there were at least conditions in the State
favorable to the promotion of neutrality.
Neutrality, at whatever time and in whatever
place, must be based on apathy - indifference to the
claims of opposing parties, or on a division of sympathy toward those claims, or on a conflict between
sympathy and expediency - •
accuse Kentucky of

be~ng

No one has yet ariaen to

apathetic or indifferent to

the struggle, but the most casual student can

appreoiate that historioally, sooially, and geographioally Kentuoky was not merely oommitted to a division of sympathy but to a oonfliot between sympathy
and expedienoy.
The most important faotor, however, in leading Kentuoky to a position of neutrality was not the
olear out division of the people acoording to their

.

sympathies into two distinot groups, but the faot that
there was still a third group of indiViduals, in eaoh
of whom there were oontending loyalties and unbiased
judgments; and this group of temperaDentally neutral
people beoame the nuoleus to whioh gravitated all
those Who, above everything else, feared and deplored
fratrioidal strife, those whose hopes were oentered on
mediation, and last but not least, those Who, for
material reasons, sought to prevent the invasion of
the State, the devastation of the fields, the suspenSion of

bu~iness,

and the general eoonomio loss

whioh would oome to a people who lived in the natural
theater of . war.

To the various elements that made

up this group, neutrality beoame a spontaneous expression of their desire for a mental refuge from
their

O\tn

indeoision or a real refuge from the inev-

itable oonsequences of war.
Moreover, neutrality was a position in whioh
a great many avowed Unionists were in perfeot aooord. -

It so happened that while the Disunionists had open
to them only one line of oonduct, - that of preoipitate secession into the Southern Confederacy, - the
Unionists had a choioe between two lines:

They could

actively support the Union by backing the Administration in its policies. or they could passively support
it by merely refusing to give aid and comfort to its
enemy, a line of conduct which appealed to the great
majority of Unionists in that it seemed to reconcile
their devotion to the Union with their disapprobation
of the Administration.

Neutrality was, moreover, a

perfectly satisfaotory position to all Unionists,
willing to stand still and hold themselves in reserve
for the time when action might be neoessary and it
had besides the advantage of throwing them into cooperation with those who were neutral

beo~use

they

didn't know which way to go, or didn't wiBh to go
either way.Though it is easy to oonvince ourselves that
the Kentuckians were not tricked into their position
of neutrality, we must oonfess that the period in
whioh they tried or claimed to "be neutral was a
period in which a great game was being played between
Unionists and Disunionists, with Kentucky as the
stake, and that all the arts of strategy were praotised by all players.

The final winning of the game,

however, was due to neither triokery nor skill but to

the happy chance that the Unionists held the winning
card of "material interest", - a card that has been
the deciding factor in many, if not most, political
games.

The Neutrality of Kentucky in 1861
Its Economic Appeal

There is an old saying that "Coming events
cast their shadows before them" and the elections of

1860 and the tenets of newly formed political groups
seemed to be distinct foreshadowings of Kentucky's
position in the war between the North and the South.
The last contest in Kentucky between the
two political parties, known as Whigs and Democrats,
occurred in August, 1853, when represen tation in Congress and the legislature was pretty evenly divided.
After that the Democratic party WaS opposed by the
American or Know Nothing Party which, in 1855. elected C. S. Morehead as governor, six Congressmen, and
a decided majority of the state legislature.

The

Know Nothing Party, however, Was very short-lived and
so we find in 1859 that the party opposed to the
Democratic party had no more dignified nor significant title than "the Opposition".

In that year

Beriah Magoffin. the Democratic candidate. was
elected governor over Joshua H. Bell, and a very substantial Democratic majority was elected to the legislature.

Governor Magoffin, of well known Southern

sympathies, and this legislature, supposedly in
accord with him, were in office when the crisis of

2.

1861 oame upon the state.

(3)

In August 1860, there ooourred the
eleotion of

100801

officials and one state officer -

the Clerk of the Court of Appeals -.

The election,

however, in view of the pending presidential oanvas
was heralded "by the press of the state as being of
paramount importance and as baving a controlling
influenoe for weal or woe throughout the whole state.
Mr. Clinton McClarty WaS the oandidate on
the Democratio ticket, or the Breokenridge tioket as
it was popularly oalled.

Mr. Leslie Combes was the

"oandidate on the Bell· Everett ticket; of the party
now known as the Constitutional Union party, but
whioh a year before had been oalled -the Opposition"
and which the Louisville Courier still designated as
a "combination of odds and enda and faotions". (4)
It was a party entirely without organization any"/

where in the state and so its viotory by a majority
of over 20,000 was do u"bly sign ifi oant (5) and was
generally considered

b~

the Union press ot the state

as a preliminary defeat of Breokenridge, the Demooratic candidate for president and one of Kentucky's
favorite sons.
The Louisville Da.ily Journal, which played
no insignifioant part in the eleotion of Mr. Combes,
asked, "Do the people of Kentucky see the signifi-

3.
cance of it?

For the first

t~me

in the history of

our nation, we have a party organized to overturn
the government, and Kentucky is degraded by having
the leader of the Disunionists selected from this
state.

Who, upon reflection can be astonished that,

from every hill and valley of our Commonwealth, the
returns are pouring in to show that Kentucky repudiates this miserable party or that one of the
darling and cherished sons of our state is ignominiously defeated in his first effort to wage war on
the integrity of the Union. as it is?

The result is

brought about so quickly and in a mode so free from
all vindictiveness of feeling that it seems evident
that the blow had been struck not because Kentucky
loved Caesar less but because she loved Rome more.-

(6)
The intervening weeks between the August
and November elections were spent by both parties in
strenuous efforts in developing organization and in
carrying on, through press and platform, a somewhat
acrimonious campaign.

ln this campaign Yr. Lincoln,

was scarcely a factor, the candidates being, so far
as Kentucky was concerned, Yr. Bell, Yr. Breckenridge,
and Mr. Douglas.

Mr. Breckenridge was generally

understood to be standing for disunion and though
.

~

th1S was repeatedly denied he suffered from the fact
that all the papers whioh supported him advocated

4.

disunion with more or les8 frankness.

though the

alignment of votes could not be considered as
absolutely on the secession issue, for many people
then, as now, Toted in aocordanoe with oustom and
tradition and beoau8e of

inab~lity

to break away

from old leaders, still one may oonsider that the
combined vote of over 40,000 majority against Kr.
Breokenridge represented. in a general way. Kentucky's
attitude toward the question of disunion. (7)

5.
The election of Mr. Lincoln precipitated
the secession of South Carolina from the Union. but
in Kentucky it beoame the occasion for a reassertion
of loyalty to the Union.

In spite of the fact that

Mr. Lincoln had received only thirteen hundred votes
in Kentucky, in spite of the fact that people had
fervently prayed and worked against his election and
now sinoerely deplored it, yet they did not, on that
account. despair of the country nor did they intend
as the Journal expressed it. -to abandon her in any
crisiS which the unhappy evant may bring forth." (8)
The Journal, almost immediately, issued a clarion
call to the men of the Border States and especially
of Kentucky

"~o

give prompt and unequivooal ex-

pression through public meetings to the deep and supreme feeling of loyalty to the Union which we
lieve animates our people to a man.

'b'.-

We wish in this

juncture to see the men of the Border States coming
together, without respeot to former party assooiations and joining in one common act of political
worship around the altar of their oountry.

Let all

thought of party and all thought of men be expelled ,
from our bosoms in this period of trial.

Let us rise

superior to t he behests of party and equal to the
demands of the criSiS,
partisans.

Let us be patriots, not

Let us not in so fearful a juncture dis-

,1

6.
credit the cause of the country by laying our unholy
hands upon it •••••••••• Let the grand collective
voice of Kentucky go up and go abroad proclaiming to
whom it may concern that she is stlll loyal to the
core; that no taint of di8union infects her spotless
robes, and that if the people of any other state or
states attempt to dissolve the union, they must not
loo~

to the tomb of Clay and the home of Crittenden

for sympathy or succor." (9)
Thus did George D. Prentice, editor of the
Louisville Journal, bitter opponent of Abraham Lincoln, take up the work to save Kentucky to the
Union.

In reading, however, in the news items of

the daily

pap~rs

aocounts of the meetings of people,

irrespeotive of party, that were held in all parts
of the state during the following weeks, one realizes that Mr. Prentice's call was not a suggestion to
the people but was a reflection of their spontaneous
desire to give voice to their feeling of loyalty.
Henderson and Lexington share the honor of
holding meetings within a week after the election,
but other meetings, both of towns and counties,
followed in quick succession.

Stirring speeches

were made and resolutions were passed, Which though
differently expressed had much in common. - All of
them oppose the policy of Mr. Lincoln and are averae

to the tenets of the Republican party:

They regret

the departure from ancient custom in the election of
a president and vice-president from one section;
they recognize the wrongs done by the North to the
South in the attack upon a constitutional institution; they condemn such action, yet distinctly declare that it does not constitute a cause for secession; they condemn the reckless and precipitate actim
of the South and finally each and every meeting
passes a resolution expressing unshaken loyalty in
the Union.

One cannot read over these resolutions

without feeling that in a certain way they anticipate
Kentucky's position of neutrality, and really foreshadow its

ve~y

fo~

and substancs, forecasting a

neutrality between warring factions; between black
Republicanism and headstrong Secessionism: a neutrality, frankly critical of these two fanatical extremes.

These resolutions show that their makers

were perfectly conscious of the clear distinction between the forces temporarily in control of the governments and the Union destined for

pe~anence,

and

they show evident signs that the neutrality between
warring factions will never develop into neutrality
between the Union and the Confederacy.
Evidently these resolutions were being carefully scrutinized and probably there were many

8.
anxious that they Should not express a partial
sympathy.

A meeting of Louisville and Jefferson

County, for which a call signed by over five hun-

•

dred names had been sent out, was to be held on the
evening of November 24th in the City Hall.

On the

morning of that date a letter Signed -Main Street
Merchant" was published in the Journal.

The letter

depreoated the tone of the resolutions passed in all
the Union meetings (Oldham County excepted) as not
quite conc1liatory to the South.

The writer says

that while quite fir.mly and kindly rebuking the South
for the extreme measures they would take, "let us
tell tham we are with tham to the extent of damanding from the North a guaranty for the enforcement of

the Fugitive Slave Law and this demand we will put
forth with all the powers within our control".

And

he goes on to say that, "CommerCially our relations
with the South are of the most intimate kind and that
without her trade and influence the days of the prosperity of Louisville are numbered.

It is all impor-

tant therefore that the resolutions which shall be
adopted in Louisville shall embrace such sentiments
as will place us in a proper position towards the
South as well as the North,"

It was thus that ex-

pediency ooming from a dozen different angles began

to shape Kentucky's policy.
An incident of the meeting in Louisville
shows that the Disunionists w,re already beginning
to sense the influence of these meetings on public
opinion.

It

8e~ed

that ver.y early. before the hour

appointed, a few only being present. Mr. Robert T.
Durret. a Breckenridge leader. moved that Mr. Charles
D. Pennybaker take the chair.

After several well

known Southern sympathizers had been appointed vicepresidents, Mr. Durret moved that a committee be
apPointed to draft resolutions, handing a written
list to the chairman. (11)

Before the committee had

time to retire r however, people began to arrive and
having discovered what was being done made other
nominations (12) trom the floor and thus thwarted the
strategy devised to control the committee.

As might

be e.x pected, two sets of resolutions were reported.
The majority resolutions were critioal and put the
blame for the oonflict and for the inflamed state of
public feeling upon the North though oounseling
patience for the South.

The minority resOlutions

were more conservative and conciliatory and, a division of the house being called for, passed with only
about one hundred dissenting in an audience estimated
at between three or four thoueand. (13)
The resolutions passed at this meeting were

10.

not different in spirit from all of the others.
expressed loyalty but not submission.
"That

Kent~cky

They

They resolved,

shall stand by the Union, insisting on

the faithful execution of every provision of the con•

stitution by the United States, until the aggressions
upon her constitutional rights have become more intolerable than revolution."

Recalling the words of

the minority report of the Federal Relations Committee at Frankfort, made nine months before, one is
reminded that revolution is not necessarily
That report read:

secessio~

"The undersigned do not believe

that Kentucky feels any sympathy for such revolutionary movements.

Kentucky is ardently attached to the

Union of the States.

She will live in it and she

will fall, if fall she must, in defense of it,
whether attacks are made upon it by fors from without or from within.

If her sovereign rights shall

ever be violated by the General Government and no
peaceable redress can be obtained, she will resort to
the rights of revolution and by the help of God and
her own strong arm she will endeavor to obtain redress.
But if she ever resorts to the right of revolution,
she will fight for redress in the Union and not out
of it." (14)

This resolution seemed still to express

the feelings of the Louisville meeting.

Rights had

been violated but secession was not the remedy.

11.
Whether Governor Magoffin had given ear to
the tenor of the resolutions passed in these Union
meetings allover the state it would be difficult to
say, but certainly the letter (15) written to the
editor of the Frankfort Yoeman in response to the
question 'What will Kentucky do', Showed a distinct
modification of the view expressed in his inaugural
address and in his address to the legislature at the
opening of its regular session.

In both these

addresses he took a stand for secession as the only
remedy for certain wrongs.

In the letter he seems to

prefer to gain his rights under the aegis of the constitution and the banner of the Union.

The Louisville

Courier in an editorial on the Governor's letter
approved of much of it but took exception to the
statement that he looked for redress of wrongs and
protection of rights to peaceful measures under the
Constitution and in the Union.
~

The Louisville Jour-

commenting on the letter said, "The Governor

recognizes that the American Constitution was made to
endure hardShips and encounter opposition.

It was

not chimerically constructed merely for an era of
good feeling and such hearty fellowship that hardly
any government at all would be required.

So many

ages of preparation and so much wisdom of sacrifice
expended in its construction were not employed in

12.

hollowin g out a frail oanoe to float in oalm and
plaoid waters and be overwhelmed and dashed to
by the first waves of a rising storm.

pieo~s

The Constitu-

tion is a staunoh and noble vessel launohed upon the
mighty deep of human passion, waywardness, and self
will, and designed to meet and outride the storm
whioh these may at any time exoite, and to oarry forward the people of the United States to the goal of
national prosperity, greatness, and glory to whioh a
benignant Providenoe has pointed them.1t (16)

Thus

the editor of the Journal graoiously attributed
sinoerity of oonviotion to the Governor; but viewed
with the perspeo t ive of the Governor's later aotions
one is inolined to doubt that anything more was
baok of his seeming altered opinion than a mere temporary oonoession to the voioe of the people.

In considering the attitude of a state or
people in any great political crisis a due recognition must b e g iven to organization and the election
o f Mr. Lincoln seemed to put a new and almost incredible impetus into the organization work of Kentucky
where competition between parties was so keen.

A few

days after the election of Mr. Lincoln a letter was
addres s ed to Messrs. Harney, Hughes and Co. of the
Louisville Democrat by Mr. C. A. Wickliffe.

Mr. Wick-

liffe wrote of the danger of secession and the breakup of the Union, a a dan er that was so much more
critical than in 1832 "because", as he said, "the
Southern leaders know ·that Jackson is not president."
Mr. Wickliffe did not concede t hat the right of peaceful secession exists and said that forcible resistance to the execution of the laws of the United
States by citizens of any state though acting under
the authority of such state is treason in such persons.

He was anxious that people in Kentucky speak

upon the subject and speak in a tone and a manner
which would be understood at home and abroad.

He pro-

posed therefore, "That the State Committees who think
as we do upon the subject shall forthwith Jointly
call a convention of citizens, in such mode and
manner that each county opposed to secession shall
send delegates to represent them in such mass conven-

14.
tion."
•••••••••••• "In earne stly urg ing the above
proposition", wrote Mr. Wiokliffe, 'I do not appeal to
party.
,

This is a time for patriotism not partyism; a

time for the prompt exeroise of reason, unolouded by
passion and unbiased by prejudioe.

I appeal therefore

not to any party but to the brave and loyal oitizens of
the entire oommonwealth to oome forward and rebuke
seotionalism and deolare in tones of thunder that the
Union must and shall be preserved." (17)
Whether in response to the suggestion of Mr.
Wickliffe or not, I do not know~ but on Deoember the
4th it was announoed that a Democratio State Union Convention would be held on January the 8th in Louisville.

(19)

A few days later the State Central Committee of

the Constituti nal Union party ann'o unced a convention
for the same time and place.

~18)

It was explained by those who had the conventions in oharge that the purpose of holding two conventions in Louisville on the same day was that they
might the more easily form a perfeot union between the
two parties.

As the tenets of these two parties were

absolutely irreconcilable exoepting on the question of
the preservation of the Union, any oo-operation between
the two would have to be on that one issue alone, and
the fact that they were willing to put aside all their

differences of opinion is an indication of their great
devotion to the Union and their great fear for its existence.
Delegates to the Democratic Union Convention
met in Concert Hall in Louisville on the day appointed.
The meeting was presided over by Ex-governor Charles A.
Wickliffe "whose venerable look carried one back to the
days when there were giants in the land, - whilst his
lucid and powerful refutations of the heresy of secession reminded the listener that we have still amongst
us some scattered representations of that fading age."
The Constitutional Union Party met in Mozart Hall.

It

was called to order by Judge William F. Bullock and
elected John L. Helm as permanent chairman.

·.

In both conventions speeches were made by
many, deprecating the Southern movement, blaming the
fanaticism of the North, but breathing a spirit of devotion to the Union.

Each convention appointed mem-

bers to a joint conference committee, which met and
drafted a set of resolutions that were adopted unanimously by both conventions.

A Union State Central

Committee was appointed consisting of prominent leaders in both parties, and a resolution was passed calling on delegates to call County Conventions for the
purpose of endorSing the resolutions.

(20)

In these resolutions it was distinctly

16.
I

stated:

That Kentucky favored remaining in the Union
which would not cost a tithe of the forbearance and
patience to save that it cost their ancestors to make:
That a president elected by one section
opposed to an institution of another was a test of
patriotism and forbearance not a cause of dissolution:
That the South, in having a majority in both
houses of Congress had security and that if the antislavery party should increase in strength and be able
to carry out its purpose in the use of the Federal Government, the South had means of resisting unconstitutional aggression and ought not to adopt hastily the
last resort:
That the Constitution of the United States is
not a compact to be broken at will of each:
That it favored calling a Border State Convention:
That if Kentucky be repreBented in any convention, delegates be elected by the people.
Finally the Crittenden Resolutions were approved and
hope expressed that a compromise might yet oe arranged
between the sections.
Mr. Speed (21), in his Union CauBe ill Kentucky,
says:

"The fusion of these two large elements of the

people of Kentucky made a deep impression.

The Douglas

and the Bell - Everett tickets had polled in the 1860
elections two-thirds of the vote of the state and now
they clasp hands in the one supreme task of saving the
state from rushing into secession.

The echoes of the

Conventions did not die away for many days.

In all

parts of the state meetings were held approving their
spiri t and resolutions."

What is to be noted about the

resolutions is their extreme moderation - their spirit
of conciliation - which Mr. Speed attributes to the
discretion of the Unionists.

He says:

"It would have

been suicidal to have used expression1 in speeches or
resolutions, which would have been interpreted to mean
complete accordance with all that was so abundantly
:

charged against the Northern people.

If they had not

been discreet all would have been lost."
I, however, fail to find in the resolutions
evidence of either the marvelous discretion attributed
to the Unionists by Mr. Speed or

th~

trickery of which

Mr. Quissenberry accused them.

Certainly the Unionists

did not approve of all that

abundantly charged

v~s

against ,the Northern people nor of all that could be
proven against them, and in admittlng their disapproval
they showed sincerity rather than discretion, though
they had discretion in store for every need.

At no

time during those critical months did they weaken their

18.
position by any indiscreet or ill-considered action.
There waS plenty of opportunity for the use
of discretion during the special legislatiYe sessions
in January, March, and May 1861. (22)

As has been said

the legislature had been elected in 1859 and was sup•

posed to be in accord with the governor who was openly
in sympathy with the South.

This fact accounts for the

great pressure that was brought to bear on the governor
by the Disunionists in favor of an extra session of the
legislature for the purpose of calling a copvention to
determine Kentucky's action.

The Louisville Courier

. was particularly insistent that the governor call the
extra session, saying:

liThe disruption of the Union is

inevitable and in view of the event which cannot be
:

vented Kentucky must determine her future.

II

pr~

(23)

The Unionists on the other hand opposed the
extra seSSion arguing that if disruption

lS

ineVitable,

it is too late for the legislature to consider preventive measures and too early to deliberate intelligent-

.

ly, when the preCise scope and bearings of the dread
event are as yet unknown; that the excitement which
prevails in the commonwealth will be most unfavorable
if not fatal to the calm deliberation which befits the
consideration of a question of such unspeakable moment.
Thus the Disunionists were for precipitate action while
the Unionists were for a policy of deliberation and

moderation, a policy which found ultimate expression
in the Declaration of Neutrality.
Mr. Prentice, the supporter and leader of
this policy, wrote: (24)
so far.

MKentucky has done her part

Kentucky has solemnly remonst r'ated with the

people of the Southern states against the unconstitutionality and precipitency of their course and they
have told her scornfully to keep her remonstrances to
herself.

She has assured them in tones of greater

tenderness than they deserved that she is ready to cooperate with them in all lawful and

5uit~ble

measures

'of redress for existing grievances and even in revolutionary resistance itself

i~

intolerable aggressions

should hereafter render such resistance necessary, and
they have

sne~red

at her fearless and loyal people and

called them submissionists.

She has respectfully ex-

postulated with them against the lnjustice of rushing
'bllndly into revolutions without regard to the counsels
or the vital interests of those whose rights and honors
are most deeply concerned, and they have replied with
contemptuous insolence, 'we intend to drag you into a
revolution after us'.

And now, in defiance of Kentucky's

assurances, remonstrances. and expostulations, they are
on the point of actually starting in revolution.
Carolina, we believe, starts to-day.
closed.

South

The first act is

What more could Kentucky do if she would?
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What more ought she to do if she could?"
Such were the arguments against an extra
session but they were of no avail, and in response to
the call of the governor (25) the legislature convened January 17, 1861.

Governor Magoffin in his

measage assumed that the Union of the States was already dissolved and suggested the calling of a State
Convent~on

for the purpose of decidlng Kentucky's

future action.

He also urged the arming, equlpping,

a n d providing munitions of war for the State Guard.
In making these recommendations the tone and manner of
the governor showed perfect assurance that they would
be acted upon as he desired; and the general opinion
among the people was that the legislature would be in
accord with every proposal of the governor.
As the weeks went by, however, the legislature from which the Disunionlsts had hoped so much became to them more and more of a disappointment: It
did nothing more drastic than to appeal to the Southern people to stay the hand of revolution and to retum
and make one mighty effort to perpetuate the noble
work of their forefathers:

nothing more radical than

to protest against the use of force or coercion by the
General Government as unwise and inexpedient and tending to the destruction of the country:

and nothing

more definite or practical than to apply to Congress
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to call a National Convention to amend the Constitution, requesting the legislatures of all the other
states to join in this application and appoint at the
same time delegates to a preliminary conference in
Washington.
Having done this, and without taking any
steps toward calling a convention or arming the state,
the le g islature adjourned on February 11 to reconvene
on March 20.

In the following session the legislature

still clung to its original line of action, called a
convention of the Border Slave-holding States, provided for the representation of Kentucky therein, and
then adjourned -sine die.
many things ha9p ened.

In the month that followed

Fort Sumpter

w~s

fired upon;

President Lincoln called for 75,000 troops and Governor Magoffin sent a spirited refusal to (26) comply
with the call for Kentucky's quota.

It was the most

critical period in the history of the state and the
governor called the legislature to assemble on May 6
to consider once again the action of Kentucky.
The seizure of Fort Sumpter was considered
by the Northern people as an act of wanton aggression,
and kindled in them a flame of resentment which discarded Kentucky's calm and wise protests as completely
as the South had discarded her friendly appeals.

The

counsels of Kentucky were set at naught equally by the
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general government and by the seceding states.

As Mr.

Prentice expressed it, Kentucky stood -morally, politically and to some degree physically between two
armed and hostile camps on the brink of actual civil
war.

On the one side is the Government, to which we

owe allegiance and in the preservation of which we
feel that the best hopes of ourselves and of mankind
a~e

treasured up:

on the other side are communities

to which we are all led by similarity of institutions
and by ties of commerce and affection, but who are
attempting insanely to overthrow and blot out from the
list of nations our common government.

Both have dis-

.

regarded our expostulations, and in our solemn conviction, the dread abetrament to · which they are resorting,
if adhered to obsti nately can end in nothing but the
destruction of all that both hold dear."

(27)

What should, what would the Kentucky legislature do in such a crisis?

That was the supreme

question of the hour, not only in Kentucky but in the
nation as well.
What the

legisl~ture

did has been told at

the beginning of this thesis and, though no one now
debates the tremendous effect for good that was involved in that legislative deCision, the motive that
prompted it is still a subject of controversy.
It would be foolish to deny that in a legis-
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lature which sent John C. Breckenridge to the United
States Senate strategy would play no part in committlOg it to a policy opposed by Mr. Breckenridge and
hi~

party.

It would be equally foolish to ignore the

fact that the Unionists in their effort not to antag·onize used dlscretion to the superlative degree and
thereby brought upon themselves the aoousation of du•

plicity.

It was, however. in

my

opinion, neither

trickery nor taot that saved Kentucky from secession
but the voice of the people answering the question in
every conceivable form of popular expression; through letters and speeches.of thousands of individuals; through resolutions passed in hundreds of meetings; and through the uncontrovertible returns of the
ballot boxes at every election, the last being the
election of delegates, on May 4, to the Border State
Conven t ion. (28)
Mr.

~uiBBenberry

has said that the idea of

neutrality first originated in the fertile brain of
Mr. Lincoln. (29)

I do not know.

The seed may have

come from Mr. Lincoln's fertile brain and (to continue
the metaPhor) it may have been sowed broadcast, as they
tell us, by Union leaders; but the all important
factor, whether one is oultivating onions or opinions,
is the soil.

And I do know that the soil of Kentucky,
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plowed and harrowed by tradition and material interests
was ready for neutrality.
The motto, "United we stand - Dlvided we
fall" was emblazoned on Kentuoky's esoutoheon.

The

insoription, "Under the auspioes of heaven and the preoepts of Washington, Kentuoky will be the last to leave
the Union" was oarved in the marble slab she contributed to the Washington Monument.

These were part and

paroel of Kentuoky's traditions.

It was a tradition

that

w~s

strong and dependable and yet so tremendous

was the influence of material interest that the influence of tradition might have been eliminated without
jeopardizing the cause of neutrality in Kentucky.
Mr. Robert F. Breckenrldge in an address

(30) made in Lexington on the National Fast Day, proolaimed by the President, said; "What I shall ohiefly
attempt to show is that our duties can never be made
subordinate to our passions without involving us in
ruin, and that our rights oan never be set above our
interests without destroying both •••••••••••• Men may
talk of rights perpetually violated:

They may talk of

injuries that are obliged to be redressed:

They may

talk about guarantees without which they can submit to
no peace:

Th·ere is much that has foroe and muoh more

that is captivating to ardent minds in such expositions of our sad oondition.

1 will not consume the

short time allotted to me in examining such views.
What I assert ' in answer to them all is, that we have
overwhelming duties and incalculable interests which
dictate a special line of conduct, the chief of which
should be the preservation of the American Union and
therein the American Nation."
Those duties and interests were graphically
set forth by Mr.
dress.

Breck~nridge

in that memorable ad-

They were set forth again and again by every

Union orator and every Union editor in the state.

In

reading in the papers of that period the countless
speeches made and editorials written by both sides in
that struggle I am impressed with these facts;

That

over against every Union appeal to duty the Secessionists could set just as eloquent an appeal for rights
and that there was after all more lure in an appeal
for rights than in an appeal to duty::

That whenever

Union writers and speakers went into the arena armed
with political theories they met antagonists armed
with theories as sound, as tried, as valid as their
own.

It was only when they fought with the weapons of

material interests that they found the Secessionists
helpless before them for the Secessionists, so far as
Kentucky was concerned, had nothing with which to combat the great economic arguments in the interest not
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merely of the immediate welfare and safety of Kentucky
but of her future prosperity and security.
They were not mean arguments.

There was

much that was high and noble in them; much that was
idealistic in spite of the fact that their predominant ingredient was common sense.

The setting forth of

these arguments by press and platform and pulpit would
to-day be called propoganda. a comparatively recent
word for a very old thing.

And propoganda it was;

propoganda used with a skill that excites our admiration.

This fact, however, must always be kept in

mind when

estim~ting

the influence of propoganda and

that is that it takes not only where the soil is reaay
and that generally it flourishes and bears fruit in
proportion

•

~o

the amount of truth which it contains •
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Let us see what was the nature of some of
tho se a. ppeal s.
Kentuoky had already suffered great eoonomio los s beoause of the disturbed politioal oonditions.
Throughout its history the people of the state had enjoyed great prosperity and the present business depression was often skillfully used to generate resentment against the South.
remarkable address
said:

Ex-governor Helm in a very

(31) at a meeting in Hardin County,

·We appeal to our brethen in the South to pause

for mature and oonsiderate refleotion, to invite
operation in Counoil.

00-

You justly appreoiate our

losses by Northern aggression., but allow us in frankness to as sure you, that you have by your preoipitate
action in one short month depreoiated our property in
t

value greatly to exoeed all our losses from the fanatioism of the North.

Your action has disturbed the

ourrenoy, prostrated oommeroial interests, resulting
in the ruin of many of our most enterprising men.

Al-

ready has more individual injury been done than can by
industry and legitimate trade

~

righted u p in years.

You are provoking the deadly hate of thousands who
might otherwise ' sympathize with you.

A people who

strike to overthrow a government, hitherto the idol of
i te people, oa.nn.ot hope to sucoeed, no matter how just
•

the oause in their own eyes, by showing a. disregard

.
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for the interests and a contempt for .the opinions of
others. "
Very many people have thought that all the
slave holders in Kentucky were naturally arrayed on
the side of the Secessionists, when as a matter of
fact a great many of the wealthiest and most prominent
'of the slave holding class were strong Unionists.

It

is not to be questioned that genuine love for the
Union and respect for its Constitution

~ld

its laws

were at the base of their loyalty, but they must have
been, nevertheless, influenced greatly by the possible
and probable effect of Kentucky's withdrawal from the
Union upon the status of slaver,y in the state.
In the speech, made by Dr. Robert F. Breck,
enridge (30) in Lexington, he said, that if the slave
li~e

was made the dividing line, all slave states

seceding and all free states remaining in the Union,
"The possibility of slavery remaining in any border
state terminates at once.

In our affected zeal for

slavery we will have taken the most effectual means of
extinguishing it."

Many others stressed the point

that the Fugitive Slave Law would no longer be exercised and that Canada would be brought to the ver,y
doors of Kentucky • .
Spaoe forbids us to quote the fervid appeals
that were made by a portrayal of the results of Ken•

~uCky'8

secession upon trade and industry, by which all
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the people either directly or indirectly would be
affeoted.

Probably the most universal appeal was

based on taxes.

Taxes at their best are far from

popular and the estimates of the cost of starting a
new government

ana

building up a new army and navy,

all to be paid by direct taxation had no particular
lure for Kentuckians.

It struck them that they would

be paying dearly for an enterprise they had opposed.
The condition of South Carolina was described by many
a graphic pen:

"Look at the condition of the people

of South Carolina", wrote Mr. Prentice

(33), "ground

down by forced loans, taxed $16.00 per head for their
,neg;roes, wi th prospect of incomparably more frightful
taxation, cut off from all commerce by the act of their
own authorities, prostrated in. business and overwhelmed with general bankruptcy, starving or eating beef at

.

thirty-five cents a pound, and

a constant

advanoe in

price, arranging their affairs so as to save a pittance
from their ruined fortunes •••••••••••• Look at the
people of South Carolina in the first stage of her
secession and revolution and reflect that this condition, aggravated tenfold in horror and distress by our
geographical position, will be ours if we follow the
insane example South Carolina has set."
These specific appeals were, however, as
nothing compared with the appeal made by the general
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welfare and safety of Kentucky, the protection of
families and the sanctity of homes.

When after the

bombardment of Fort Sumpter, the legislature was
called to decide on Kentucky's action, no one in the
state was allowed to be ignorant of what was involved.
If Kentucky seceded it would be equivalent to a declaration of war against the United States and Kentucky
would become a theater of war.

The myriads of

801-

diers from Ohio, Indiana, and IllinoiS, estimated to
be five times as many as the soldiers of Kentucky and
many times better equipped, w9u1d pour into the state,
and ravage and lay waste everything in their way - and
"our people" said Mr. Prentice, "even though every man
of them were

equa~ · to

one of the old Knights of Pales-

tine would be too few to withstand them for a day."
•••• .•••••••• "I! Kentucky remains as she ie,
protesting as she has done, that she will aid in no
warfare against the Government o! the Confederate
States and protesting with equal earnestness that she
will partiCipate in no war against the Government of
the United States, deeming that she but discharges her
duty when as an armed neutral she guards her own soil
against

inva6io~

from either side and uses her author-

ity and, when necessary, her physical strength to keep
the belligerent powers apart. neither the North nor
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the South will venture to disturb her position.

She

will in that case be at peace and her rights will be
neither outraged nor menaced by any section."
In an editorial in the Journal April 28,
~ 8 6l,

Mr. Prentice drew a never to be forgotten picture

of what Kentucky might expect if she withdrew from the
".

Union.
-

"Let us suppo se that Ken tucky has seceded in a
#

blaze of glory •••••••••••• The act of secession will be
a signal for war and the seat of that war will be our
own soil.

Northern armies will invade us.

The Confed-

erates will bring their legions to attaok the North.
We Shall have the drum and fife, the bugle and the roar

ot artillery, marching, foraging parties, bivouacs,
camp~,

skirmlshes,
. , and all 'the pride, pomp and circum-

stances of war'.
~hovel

All our people will lay down the

and the hoe to grasp the musket and the rifle.

War will be the great oocupation of the inhabitants,
and who will be left to sow, harvest, and garner the
harvests?

Who will tend the cornfields, the tobacco

patches, and the hog droves, which must be well cared
for to prevent a famine?

Where will the provisions

come from to feed the ~onfederate army?

The Cotton

States have not - enough for their own use, and we, of
Kentucky, have had hard work to keep our meal and corn
bins filled after the partial failure of our last
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crops.

But fighting is a very appetizing exercise.

Soldiers cannot live on glory without their rations of
hog and hominy; they must have beef, too; the cavalry
horses and the sturdy animals that draw the cannon
must have provender, and the commanders must have old
Bourbon and Catawba for their private messes.

Where

will all the flocks and herds, the crops and vineyards
be found to supply all this demand?

The answer is

plain enough, for the foraging parties will seize upon
your prize cattle, your hay, housed for your farm
mules next w1nter, and the perfect extract of corn or
grape, laid by for your own use, will be confiscated
to the use of war and military necessity.
cates

everyth~ng

War confis-

eatable and drinkable to its capacious

maw, although it may all the time be glutted with human
b~ood

and gore.

Thus we pass a glorious summer cam-

paign and vlctory may perch upon our banners; the
rattlesnake may hiss its delight and the pelican cluck
out its '10 triumphe.

Now for the feast and barbecue

in honor of our great achievements'.
viands and the oxen?

But where are the

The solid glebe has been unbroken

by a furrow though many have been plowed upon the brows
of fathers who mourn their gallant sons, and of widows
not to be comforted for the 10s8 of their sturdy supporters; the hoof of the war horse, the tires of the
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gun carriages and caissons, and the heavy tread of
armed battalia have cast the only seeds for the year's
tillage, and famine, desolation, empty garners, and
sterile cornfields have been the crop of dragons' teeth
to pinch and bite and starve!

The soldier tired of

war's alarms receives his discharge and with a bounding
heart,.although perhaps a limping gait, he starts for
his home - that home which he has dreamed of before the
watch fires and rememberes when,

I

'Peace was tinkling on the shepherd's bell,
And singing with the reapers.'
and what does he find but the marks of rapine, lust.
and all the odious concomitants of war •••••••••••• Oh.
ye fathers and brothers of Kentucky, who know not the
.'

terrors and havoc of war. who think only of its glory
and not of its evils, who living safely and guarded in
your interior pOSitions, have not felt the shock of
former conflicts nor had all the unchained horrors and
demons of hell brought to your very doors, would that
we could paint in colors sufficiently glaring to impress you, the misery, destruction, havoc, tumult,
carnage, and despair which attends on gaunt and
ferocious war ............... (34)
lt was with such words of fire, that Mr.
George D. Prentice, in those critical days following
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the bombardment of Fort Sumpter, sought to lead Kentucky into its position of Neutrality.

If Kentucki-

ans had been a less loyal people; if devotion to the
Union h ad not been part and parcel of their bone and
sinew, they would have hesitated to elect such a
future as was portrayed by men whose tongues and pens
were consecrated to the saving of Kentucky from a direful fate.

But they were not tricked by this portrayal

into opinions that were artificial.

•

The speakers and

writers of that day were all saying only the things
that were reflections of wha.t was being said in simpler.
cruder words in homes in every part of the state.
Possibly all that Mr. Prentice and other writers and
silver

tong~ed

orators did was to arouse in the people

more respect for and more confidence in their instinctive

op~nions

when they heard or saw them expressed in

terms that defied denial.
In trying to place a value, however, on the
axguments which emphasized the material interests and
welfare of the people one must not undervalue the
appeal~

made to Kentucky's sense of pride and loyalty.

It is true, in my opinion, that material interests
alone could have turned the state to Neutrality; but
material interests were not alone.

They were power-

fully aided by Kentucky's loyalty to the Union and a

pride in her past history, both of which held her from
secession, and by an unswerving belief in her responsibility as a mediator which turned her to neutrality.
And we must admit that these things of the
spirit - loyalty and pride and hope - lent themselves
to an eloquence and to a brilliance of writing that
stirred the souls of Kentucky people while the arguments in behalf of welfare or safety were merely convincing to their minds.
On a day, shortly before the leglslature met
Mr. Prentice wrote:
to be met?

"For what are all these horrors

Why is Kentucky in the midst of peace,

happiness, and prosperity asked to throw them all away
and go to war?

What is she to fight for, or against

whom is she to contend?

The Government founded by

Washington and Madison has never wronged her; the most
perfect comity has existed between her and the governments of her sister states; she has been beloved and
honored; old Kentucky has been a spell to move whole
communities; and the reverence of the American people
is accorded to her as the resting place of Eenry Clay.
There is not a state in the Union which would not arm
to protect Kentucky in the Union if she were menaced
by foes from without.

Hands of friends in peaceful

grasp are extended to her from every quarter. and yet
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she is asked to commit the insanity of rejecting the
proffered friendship. of contumeliously shaking off
old lifelong friends and returning the kind greetings
by assuming an attitude of war.

And for what?

Who can

answer without stultifying himself or perverting facts
to make out a case of fancied wrong.

Maddened passions

rule the hour and blind perversity hurries us to the
brink of the fearful precipice. Kentucky true to her
•
history. and loyal to the precepts of her fathers may
prove a nucleus around which the friends of civil liberty and true republlcanism can rally for the preservation of that glorious governmental fabric which has
been ,the wonder and admiration of the whole world •••••
~•••••• Men

of Kentucky. pause and reflect, lest you act

rashly; Viet'ory will bring anguish and defeat will insure disgrace:

but calm considerate action will arrest

the flow of blood.

resto~e

our Citizens to their de-

serted fields and avert the terrors of cruel war.
the mouth of the

Oh~o

From

to the mouth of the Big Sandy, we

would fling the stars and stripes at intermediate distances as emblems of our loyalty and white flags a s
symbols of our neutrality and thus armed in the panoply of peace Kentucky would stand like a giant breakwater u pon which the waves of faction might dash harmlessly and the tempest of war spend its force."

(35)
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In trying to present to you the motives
that aotuated Kentuoky in deoiding upon a position of
neutrality I have quoted freely from Mr. Prentioe, a
great editor of what was doubtless the greatest
newspaper in the state if not of the South.

At suoh

times of politioal orisis newspapers are e gerly and
thoughtfully read and widely disoussed.
for that

re~son

Editors are

more influential for weal or woe than

any other olass of people and upon their shoulders
alone must often rest the responsibility for ohanges
in the politioal tide.

I suppose if the responsibil-

ity governing Kentuoky's Deolaration of Neutrality had
to be put upon the shoulders of anyone man that man
would be George D. Prentioe who dou"btless would
"shoulder it with pride.

As it happens, however,

neither he nor any other man nor group of men oan be
given the praise or blame for that legislative
deoision.
At the beginning of this thesis I flouted
the ide

of Kentuokians being trioked into Neutrality

. and maintained that they were neither lured nor driven
into that position.

I am willing to go a step further

and say that they were not even led.

Leaders there

were indeed, but they ware beaders not in the sense that
they were blazing a trail or guiding a people along an

unbroken path.

They were leaders merely in the sense

that. because of ability or zeal. they were in the
forefront of a movement - an almost spontaneous movement of people along a route that had been mapped out
by eoonomio oonditions and inherited traditions.
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To affirm the neutrality of Kentucky was
one thing; to maintain it was quite a different and
much more difficult thing.

The complexity of the

problem was prlncipally due to the fact that neutrality had not ueen

ex~licitly

defined and meant differ-

ent thlngs at different times and was never the same
thing to all people.
The idea of neutrality arose when there was
a hope that there would be no bloodshed, and the
pOBitlon was definitely assumed before that hope had
departed and when it was still believed that Kentucky
might yet be the mediator and intercessor between the
states.

This position of the state was generally

understo04 and had been explicitly presented.

On the

27th of May the Border State Convention met in Frankfort and issued, during its week seSBlon, two addresBes,
one to the people of the United States, and one to
•

the people of Kentucky.

In the latter it was stated,

"Your state on a deliberate consideration of her responBlbilitiea, moral, political, and social. has
determined that the proper course for her to pursue i8
to take no part in the controversy between the Government and the seceded states, but that of medlstor and
intercessor •••••••••••• Kentucky was right in maintalning this position because from the commencement of

this deplorable controversy her voice was for recan-
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ciliation. compromise and peace."

(36)

It was in accord with these views that the
position of Kentucky became known as "Mediatorial
Neutrality", - a term that could be consistently used
only as long as medlation seemed possible.
As the struggle progressed and grew in proportlon and possible duration neutrality developed into What became known as "Armed Neutrality", - the excuse for this position being that Kentucky must be
ready to defend herself against possible violations of
her neutral position by either side.
What constituted violations depended entirely upon What constituted neutrality, and divergent
views regarding neutrality led to bitter

acc~sations

o.f violation.
Some of those Who had been sympathetic with
the seoession idea were lnduced to favor the position
of neutrality in the belief that when Kentucky
declared herself neutral she absolved herselt from all
obligations t9 the Federal Government.

Others saw in

such an interpretation, a direct act of rebellion and
' clalmed that the state could not absolve herself from
any constitutional ooligation; and that, though the
state might assert neutrality so far as furnishing
troops for either side by direct state authority and
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thereby avoid beooming involved direotly in her state
oapaoity in a war with either side, she oould not by
suoh act deprive the Federal Government of the right
to exeroise within the limits of the state any constitutional right it might possess.
Just how divergent were the views on this
subject may be realized from reading the editorials in
the Louisville Courier and the Louisville Journal
during the summer months following the declaration of
neutrality.

The Courier, in its endeavor to make the

people understand its interpretation of Kentuckyts
pos~tion.

said:

"The law of nations regulating the

actions of neutrality declares that it is an essential
character of neutrality to furnish no aid to one party
which the neutral is not equally ready to furnish to .
the other," NThe neutral is not to favor one party to
the detriment

0

f the other," "Even a loan

one of the belligerent

part~es

0

f money to

violation of neutr3.lity." "No use of neutral terrltory
for the purposes of war oan be permitted," "No proximate acts of war are in any manner to be allowed to
originate on neutral ground," "No act of hostility is
to commence on. neutral ground," "No measure is to be
taken that will lead to .immediate violence," "The
neutral is to oarry 'himself with perfect
tween both bel'ligerents."

,

is considered to be a

~quality

Thus the Courier

be-

interpre-

~
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ted and demanded what would have been in fact "Strict
neutra.li ty".
The editor of the Journal in commenting upon this conception of neutrality said:

"Now the

editor of the Courier knows as every other man of
ordinary intelligence knows that the word, neutrality,
as used by the friends of the Union in this state had
no such meaning.

He knows that such an absurd inter-

pretation of the position of the Union party was expressly and emphatically repudiated by every Union
organ and every Union candidate in the state.

To

allege that the position was ever intended to be thus
understood is to attempt to practise a gross deception.
It has been explained 100 times and needs to be explained 101 times that the men of the dominant party
in Kentucky in declaring for neutrality declared only ,
that Kentucky ought not as a state to furnish troops
for the war. and that she would oppose a movement of
either of the two belligerent powers to send any army
upon her soil for aggression upon the other.

They

never said nor thought of saying that Kentucky should
not in all matters perform her whole obligations and
duties as a ' state of the Union ••••••••••• The paragraph copied above from the Courier is absurd.
to be shrewd, it is only silly.

Meant

The editor talks of

Kentucky as oeing to all intents and purposes an independent neutral sovereignty between two warring
nations.

He would have his readers think that Ken-

tucky bears in all things the same relation to the
Southern Confederacy as she bears to the United States.
Well, he may make them think this if they are fools certainly not otherwise.

Does the United States

possess no rights except in common with the Confederate States?
States?

Is not Kentucky a part of the United

If she is not, when and by Whose act or

authority did she cease to be so?

Doesn't she have

senators and representatives in the Congress of the
United States, participating in the legislation of
the United States and drawing their salaries from the
United States Treasury?

Has not she a Custom House

and United States Customs officers within her borders,
collecting United States revenue under United States
laws and paying them over to the United States
government?
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Are not United States Courts held within

her limits by United States judges, expounding United
States laws, and having their decisions executed by
United States marshalS?

Are there not nearly one

thousand United States post offices and postmasters
in Kentucky and are not United States mails carried
allover the state at the expense of the United
States?

What miserable nonsense is it for secession

editors, in hot pursuit of their unhallowed ends, to
say that Kentucky is just the same and has the right
to be just the same to the Confederate States as to
the United States - that she is a sovereign power, an
actual nation, alike independent of the two and equally free from obligations to bothl
The Courier

and the rest of the secession

organs ' threaten us with the vengeance of the Southern
Confederacy if Kentucky shall consent to the payment
of taxes to the United states Government.
geance then might as well come now as wait.

The venKentucky

is all the time paying taxes to the United States Government, Kentucky, in common with all other states in
the United States bears the expenses of the United
States Government, thuB paying United States taxes,
and if this is a violation of neutrality let those
who resent it go to work in their own way as soon as
they like.

The Union men of the state are determined

to abide faithfully and scrupulously by the principlea of neutrality, the only kind of neutrality they
ever declared for, a neutrality perfectly corlsistent
under all the circumstances with the highest and best
-

loyalty to the United States and they will not be
driven lightly from their deter.mination". (36)
It was thus the editor qf the Journal inter- '
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preted neutrality and quite consistently began to use
the expres aion. "loyal neutral-i ty".

The great dlffer-

ence between the "strict neutrali ty" of the Southern
sympathizers and the "loyal neutrality" of the Unioniata afforded constant opportunities for accusations
of bad faith that obviously must lead to the break up
of neutrality • .
Before touching upon succeeding events
which led to that conclusion it might oe well to state
briefly the recognition that was given to the neutrality of

Kentuc~7

by the Federal Government.

Naturally the declsion of Kentuoky. being of
paramount interest to the United States Government,
attracted a great deal of interest among Federal
authorities.
Commander

.

Early in June General John B. McClellan.

o~United

States troops north of the Ohio.

invi ted General Simon Bolivar Buckner (37). Inspector
General of the Kentucky Militia. to meet him in Cincinnati to discuss the subjeot.

General Buckner was

acoompanied by Sam Gill (38). a Union man. and together they entered into a free discussion of opinions
and conditions in Kentucky with General McClellan. resulting in General McClellan agreeing to a definite
policy with regard to tnat state which

Genera~

Buokner

regarded as blnding and which he reported to Governor

.
yagoffin in the following letter:
'!General Buckner to Governor Magoffin
Headquarters of Kentucky State Guard
Louisville, June lOth 1861.
Sir "On the 8th inst. at Cincinnati, Ohio. I entered into an agreement with General G. B. McClellan.
Commander of the United States troops in the states
north of the Ohio river, to the following effect,
"'The authorities of the State of Kentucky
are to protect United States property within the
limits of the state, - to enforce the laws of the United
States in accordance with the interpretations of the
United States Courts, as far as the law may be

applic~

ble to Kentucky and to enforce with all the power of
the State our obligations of neutrality as against the
Southern states, as long as the position we have
assumed shall be respected by the United States.'
"General McClellan stipulates that the terri-

,

tory of Kentucky shall be respected on the part of the
United States

~ven

though the Southern states Shall

occupy it; but in the latter case he will call upon
the authorities of Kentucky to remove the Southern
forces from our territory.

Should Kentucky fail to

accomplish this object in a reasonable time, General
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McClellan claims the same right of oocupancy given to
the Southern forces.

I have stipulated in that case

to advise him of the inability of Kentucky to comply
with her obligations and to invite him to dislodge the
Southern forces.

He stipulates that if he is successI

ful in doing so he will withdraw his forces from the
territory of the state, as soon as the Southern forces
shall have been removed.
"This he assures me is the policy he will
adopt towards Kentucky,
"Should ...the administration hereafter adopt a
different policy he is to g ive me timely notice of the
fact.

Should the State of Kentucky hereafter assume

a different attitude he is in like manner to be advised of the fact.
"The well known character of General McClellan is a sufficient guarantee for the fulfillment of
every stipulation on his part.
I am. Sir, Very respectfully.
Your obt servant.
S. B. Buckner
Insp ector General"
(39 )

The magnanimous attitude of the Federal
. commander made a very good impression in Kentucky and

probably induced many who favored neutrallty to pin
their faith in Union leaders. - Certainly the special
election for members of Congress held June 20, 1861
showed that there was little secession sentiment in
the state.

Union and States Rights candidates were

nomlnated.

The Union candidates won in nine of the

ten congressional distriots by a majority of

54, 670.

After General MoClellan had definitely
accepted

Ke~uckyts

offloial posltion, Governor

Magoffin was inspired to seek reoognition from President Lincoln and sent General Buckner to Washington
to secure his approval.

General Buckner was accom-

panled oy John J. Crittenden and after presenting the
,

plans of Kentucky to the PreSident, reoeived from him
an unsigned paper whioh read
"1 t i s my duty, as I conceive it, to suppress an insurrection existing within the United
States. I wish to do this with the least possible dlSturbance or annoyance to well dlsposed people anywhere.

So far I have not sent an armed force into

Kentucky; nor have I any present purpose to "do so.

1

sincerely desire that no necessity for it may be presented out I mean to say nothing which shall hereafter
embarass me in the performance of what may seem to be
my duty."
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July 20 - 1861
Signed ( J. J. C.)
He explained that he did not sign it because he did not wish to write a proclamation but
simply to give to General Buckner a paper on which to

,

base a statement of hlS policy and he asked Mr.
Crittenden to identify the paper which was done by
affixing his inltlals in the left-hand corner. (40)
This statement of Mr. Lincoln's became wldely known and also made a good lmpresBion in Kentucky
and in conjunction with some very indiscrete remarks
made by Confederate officials about the same time
helped to swell the Union viotory in the August
elections when a Union legislature was elected with a
maJority of forty-two (42) in the House and sixteen

(16) in the Senate, representing a popular majority of
between fifty and sixty thousand.
The significance of the vote in the July and
August elections cannot be over-emphasized.

It has

been stated many tlmes that the vote at "b oth of these
elections was a vote for neutrality and that if the
question of neutrality could have been eliminated and
the issue could have been clear cut between the Union
and SeceSSion parties, the vote would have been in
favor of seceSSion.
Soon after the election in July, the Paducah
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Herald said, liThe election has closed.

The resul t

shows the complete triumph of the Union in the State.
Every district, we believe, excepting the glorious
and unterrified old First has elected Union men to
Congress •••••••••• The result

mortify~ng

as it cer-

tainly is occurred from the blunders and false policy
of our friends in every portion of the state except
below the Tennessee River.

In the Purchase men bold-

ly threw out the banner of secession and where the
contest was distinctly made upon that issue we have
triumphed gloriously by thousands. (41)

In nearly

all the balance of the state where the contemptiule
dodge of neutrality was adopted by our friends the result has been shamefaced defeat •••••••••• No one will
for a moment dOUbt that Magoffin,

Breckenr~dge,

Powell, Stevenson, Hodge, .Simms, Talbot, Wathen,
Cissell and others are all secessionists and have been
working to take Kentucky out of the Union and place
her with the Confederate States but the misfortune is,
that they did not go rightly to work to accomplish
th~s;

they approached it by indirectlon instead of by

a bold, manly, honest, open fight for secession.

Had

they thus fought our conviction is that they would
have won the state by a triumphant majority; they
acted on a mistaken policy and we have lost the state
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and would have lost even the First District had not a
few bold men forced the true issue and won the district by the innate power of the truth of secession."
In conclusion the
elect~on

ed~tor

begs that in the August

the secessionists oe honest. come out in the

· ht on th e fa~r
"
open an d f ~g

tainly this

l.S

~ssue

0

f

.

)J

secess~on.

Cer-

a frank confession on the part of the

Paducah Herald and a remarkable conclusion for which
I can find no basis.
If the people of Kentucky were secessioniats at heart why ahould they. in the interest of
neutrality. give their support to the Union party
merely because it was advocating neutrality and fail
to support the States Rights party which at that time
was just as ardently advocating neutrality.

Presum-

ably the people did not need to vote the Union ticket
in order to show favor to neutrality and if they did
ao It was because they had pierced the insinoerity of
the states Rights party on that issue long before the
Paducah Herald's confession.
This editorial of the Paducah Heralq was reprlnted in the Louisville Journal July 21. 1861 with
terse comments by Mr. Prentice on what he calls the
"moribund confessl.op of the Herald". and he asks, "On
what ground do they (the States Rights candidates)
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pretend to be

ent~tled

to the votes of the people;

not on the ground of secession, for they profess to be
for

not on the ground of neutrality for

neutral~ty;

they are really for secession.
upon nothlng.

Disunionists stand

In disowning secession for neutrality

they confessed the shame and ruin of secession.

In

convicting themselves of professlng neutrality to
effect secession they show the hollowness of their
neutrali ty. tI
This death-bed confession of the Herald
brought no success to the States Rights party and the
results of the August election as quoted above prove
to me several things, viz, that the people of Kentucky really wanted to be neutral; that they doubted
the' sincerity of the neutral professions of the States
Rights party and preferred to trust the cause of
neutrality to the Unlon Party.

It is perfectly

evident, moreover, that when they voted for Union
legislators, they did not merely wish to trust the
cause of neutrality to the Unionists but they also
wanted to make sure that if there should be any deviation from neutrality it would be in the interest of
the Union cause.
Just before the election, news of the battle
Bull Run (fought July 21 - 61) had made it eVident
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that medlation would be imposslble and that the
posltlon of neutrality would undoubtedly be abandoned

:l,S

soon as the leg isla ture met.

The election

of a Unlon leglslature under those circumstances
dispelled all anxlety as to the loyalty of the
state.
Up to this time there had been no expliClt violations of Kentucky's neutrality by either
belligerent.

Both parties had established recruit-

ing stations just beyond the borders; the Confederate~

at Camp Boone near Clarksville, Tennessee and

the Federall "at Camp Clay opposite Newport, Kentucky
and at Camp Joe Holt opposite Louisville.

At each

of these camps !olunteers for service were being
enrolled but these could scarcely be considered as
violations of neutrality.
From the time of the August elections, ho.
ever, there were many mutual accusations of bad
faith.

The Southern Confederacy and the States

Rights party in Kentucky were particularly critical
of the estaollshment of Camp D1Ck Robinson.

This

was a Unlon Camp in Gerrard County, established by
General William Nelson in August 1861 and to WhlCh
he was gatherlng recruits from all parts of Kentucky, presumably with the authority of President
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Lincoln.

Governor Magoffin acting on the presump-

tion that this was a violation of neutrality sent a
commission to Washington to ask for its removal.
Mr. L1 ncoln's reply is of great interest:
"Washington. D. C., Aug. 24, 1861.
To h1S Excellency B. Magoffin,
Governor of State of Kentucky.
"S~r:

-

Your letter of the 19th inst. in Wh1Ch you

urge the removal from the limits of Kentucky of the
military force now organ1zed and in caap within t h e
state is received.
"1 may not possess full and precisely
accurate knowledge upon this subject; but 1 b elieve
that it 1B true that there is a military force in
camp within Kentucky, acting by the authority of

~he

Un1ted States, which force is not very large, and is
not now being augmented.
''In all 1 have done in the premises, 1
have acted upon the urg ent soliclt tion of many
Kentuckians, and in accordance with what I belleved
a n d still believe to be the wish of the majority of
all the Union-loving people of Kentucky.
"While 1 have conversed with many eminent
men of Kentucky. including a larg e majority of her
memoers of Congress, I do not remember that . any one
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of them, or any other person, except your Excellency and the bearers of your Excellency's letter has
urged me to remove the military force from Kentucky,
or to disband it.

One other very worthy citizen of

Kentucky did solicit me to have the augmenting of
the force suspended for the time.
"Taking all the reason s wi thin my reach to
form a judgment, I do not bel i eve it is the popular
wish of Kentucky that this force shall be removed
beyond her limits; and with this impression I must
respectfully decline to so remove it •
•11 most cordially sympathize wi th your

Excellency in the wish to preserve the peace of my
own native state; but it is with regret that I
search and cannot find, in your not very short
letter any declaration, or intimation that you entertain any desire for the preservation of the Federal
Union.
Your obedient servant
A. Lincoln"
On the same day that this commission was
sent to Presldent Llncoln, a Similar commission was
sent to President Davis askin g for assurance that
the neutrality of Kentucky would continue to be respected.

President Davis replied that "the Southern

J

